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试卷二1. A to make 2. D response to 3. D chemically 4. D to the

nineteenth5. C specially 6. B is designed 7. A living8. C with 9. C

help 10. D in which或whereAs the sun has enough power to warm

and light the whole earth, it must have enough power to do other

things, too. We can use solar energy to produce electricity and to

heat our houses. We have the reasons to believe that one day other

energies in the world will be replaced by solar energy.Information in

the Modern WorldInformation is indispensable in the modern

world. It is true that successes in many fields depend on getting the

latest information while failures often result from the lack of

necessary information. That is why our current era is called “The

Information Age”.There are many ways of getting information,

which enables us to keep well-informed of what is going on in the

world. First, we can get information by reading newspapers and

magazines, which contains articles about information including

local, regional, national, and international news, as well as sports



news, weather reports, and other features. Second, we can listen to

the news on the radio and watch television to get information.

Finally, we can get information most quickly and accurately from the

information express－the Internet, which is now acknowledged as

the most important means for people to keep up with the latest

information.With the rapid development of science and technology,

I believe that information will become still more important in the

future and also the means by which people can get information will
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